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Available at all good bookshops…

And I dare say some of the bad ones too…
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On the Internet, no-one knows 
you’re a fridge pretending to 
be a dog
Pick an identity problem to work on
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Identity is Hard

“The days in which intelligence officers could plausibly adopt different identities and personas are 
pretty much coming to an end,” — Nigel Inkster, Former Director of Operations for MI6
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Real People, Real Problems

It’s hard for James Bond to be me, easy for me to be James Bond. Let’s fix this.
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Stop the Madness!

We’re from the government and we’re here to help
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Time for some new thinking 
around digital identity
Let’s create a model to helps us formulate a solution
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The Three Domain Model

Time for “digital identity” – but what is it? Time for some clear thinking.
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Digital Identities

A simple taxonomy of digital identities



Identification Domain

Binding a digital identity to a mundane identity is expensive
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Authentication to Digital Identities



Authentication Domain

For the foreseeable future, mobile the mass market
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Parasitic Vitality

Forget about doing taxes or waiting for banks to come together!
Perhaps internet dating is what we have been waiting for
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Authorisation Domain

Allow me to… get on a plane
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Making it real
How can we get digital identity infrastructure into the mainstream?
(Hint: stop talking about logging in to do taxes)
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Real World Infrastucture (3Ds of 3DID)

We need to answer some basic questions to formulate the solution



(Implementation)

Beyond centralised or federated, we have a new decentralised option
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in the future, everyone will be famous for fifteen megabytes
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